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WINTER SUNSHINE:  FRB
MAKES IT  AN UPHILL

STRUGGLE.  ALL SURVIVE

of the compass. So much for
modern education. “We
solved the first check”.... In
fact for a good while nobody
solved any checks at all, just
Popeye, and we all followed
him, with Tequil’Over crossly
rubbing out floury anchors.
By the end Popeye was so far
ahead we had to re-solve the
checks for ourselves, which
was better. T.O. as stand-in
RA (do you remember giving
an official the name “Invisible
Man”? He was a great deal
more visible than the ever-
absent Golden Balls) - T.O.,
as I was saying, introduced a
most elaborate medical
metaphor to remind us of the
fate of the human  guinea pigs
now fighting for their lives. I
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am not sure anyone fully
followed his argument, but the
key message was that Popeye
was a toxin in the body
corporate of the hash.

“Rigours of an FRB run”.
The hare had announced with
pride that he had needed only
2 bags of flour to lay the trail
(he normally needs 3) and so
this would be very short and
easy. Certainly it was simple;
the GM, who knows a thing or
too, could see that if the pack
climb to the heights they will
have to come down again, and
so she did. Not on trail, to be
sure, any more than Uncle
Gerry, though today most of
the pack did decide to do most
or even all of FRB’s trail,
which is becoming unusual.

The sun shone, the wind
blew: which would get the
traveller’s cloak off?

In other words, once we
solved the first check, we
were exposed to an icy blast
from the east, numbing the
fingers, removing all pleasure
from the run; but when we
reached the sheltered safety
of the woods above the
escarpment, all could relax,
and start to peel off those
layers of surplus garments.
Besides, by this time we were
fully subjected to the rigours
of an FRB run, and well
warmed up as a result.

Comments and notes on the
text thus far.... “East”. It turns
out that not all hashers (Arfur,
Shergar....) recognise  points

Tako Belle commented that it
was a good trail, but “very
hard”. Glow Worm gave it as
6.5 miles from his GPS; the
hare had thought it a mile less,
having laid it - walking - in 1
hour 54. (The front runners,
disregarding Popeye, came in
after 1 hour 27). Fairly
standard in other words for
FRB.

Popeye proceeded to take a
“shower” from what looked
like a lemonade bottle - sticky,
or what? Perhaps he had
refilled it with water - which
got Tako Belle really excited,
with her camera clicking 19 to
the dozen.

As the chariots assembled
at the start, the Surrey Police
pounced. Disconcerting! But

no, they did not view hashing
as nefarious; they were just
distributing leaflets about
valuables. The hare duly
posted one in his car -
“Nothing valuable left here,
Mate” - which was complete
nonsense. His vehicle was
loaded to the gunwales with
beer. Bulk buying has got out
of hand; there is enough beer
now in stock to keep even Eric
the Retard happy for an entire
evening (and the rest of us for
a year...)

Belcher had seen that the
customary web page had
become impossible to find; the
Senior Editor has cash flow
problems, and had not settled
his account... So now you are
dependent on your post box or

your e-mail Inbox.
Today, O lucky day, you get

a vision of the next 18 months
of delights and attractions,
compiled by the ever-active
GM. But only by e-mail; she
will distribute by hand to snail
mail customers.

And next Sunday remember
your mother. Oh, I know,
central Sunday of  Lent, we
are celebrating the mother
church of the parish, not any
real mother, but where would
trade be if we turned our
backs on social trends? Like
hashing, the best of trends.....
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1616 2-Apr Short An': Curly
Memorial

West
Humble:

Volunteer
Needed!

1617 9-Apr Country Bumpkin/
Tako Belle

Irons
Bottom

1618 16 -Apr

1619 23-Apr Made Marion Kingswood AGM run

1620 30-Apr

1621 7-May Ear Trumpet/
Strumpet

120 years!

1622 14-May Swish

Run 1615

Date 26-Mar-2006

Hares Lord Raleigh

Venue Holmwood

On On The Duke’s Head

SSA (Old) 3A 106

OS 172 452

Scribe FRBDirections:

A25 Redhill/Reigate. At Dorking roundabout with A24 take A24
south towards Horsham. At large roundabout 1.2 miles
further stay on A24 for another 1.2 miles, and turn left into Mill
Road. Park on left in the road.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

just as soon as the
uplifters get
a country reformed it
slips into a nose dive

if monkey glands
did restore your youth
what would you do with it
question mark
just what you did before
interrogation point

yes i thought so
exclamation point

certain maxims of archy
(a cockroach, unable to use the typewriter shift key)

if you will drink
hair restorer follow
every dram with some
good standard
depilatory
as a chaser

the servant problem
wouldn’t hurt the u s a
if it could settle
its public
servant problem


